
„Alternative Pop-Rock with a touch of indie. A bit dreamy, but 

mostly emotional and intoxicating!“ 

That ś how a young band from North-Rhine-Westphalia in the 

west of Germany describes its music: MISS MADISON, formed in 

early 2020, that is: Yannick, Simon, Jannik and Vincent. Four boys, 

in their twenties, all from Mönchengladbach. 

Their lyrics are about dedication, love, desire as well as socially 

critical themes and experiences in our modern society. The sound 

stands for driving drums, deep basses, distorted indie guitars and 

spherical synth sounds. This unique sound is complemented by 

powerful and at the same time hymn-like vocals. "Here and then 

even with musical influences from U2 or Coldplay [...]." 

(Herzog Kultur und Stadtmagazin Jülich)  

After the release of their debut EP „Midnight Stories“ (October 

2020) the next musical step followed in summer 2023 with the 

release of the new EP „Lost Youth“. Even though the themes of 

the songs are very different, they all unite in the social criticism 

they express. The folk song „Up in the Sky" for example, deals 

with the threat of complete environmental destruction due to 

advancing climate change, while the song „Bloodstream“ 

thematizes the Ukraine/Russia conflict. "The new CD of the young 

band from Mönchengladbach treats the thoughts and discourses 

of an adolescent, lost youth and at the same time conveys 

associations of departure and awakening through their distinctive 

indie sound.“ (Rheinische Post) 

Next to the current shows on city festivals and events on the 

stages in North-Rhine-Westphalia and in the Netherlands the 

boys were part of the renowned Bandcontest „Young Talents“ 

which took place in Viersen near Mönchengladbach. The four 

musicians were elected as best placed newcomerband this 

evening. Here you can find a cutout from this show. 

FIND MISS MADISON HERE: 

www.missmadisonmusic.com 

click here for social media and music
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